Yokohama’s Potential Contributions to the SDGs Cluster
City of Yokohama Urban Development Initiatives

6 Major Projects (1960s – 1980s)

- New City Center (Minatomirai Area)
- Developing Factory Park
- Developing Highways
- Developing Subway System
- Developing Residential District
- Building “Bay Bridge”

Population Growth of Yokohama 1889-2017

- Experienced Rapid Urbanization
- Intense Rainfall (2014)

City of Yokohama Resilient Regional Plan
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No. 11 International Cooperation of the City in the Field of Disaster Prevention through CityNet

City-to-City Technical Cooperation
City of Kathmandu  City of Iloilo  City of Makati

Study Visit  Japan Forum  Annual Cluster Seminar  Exchange Best Practice (Case Studies)
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Yokohama’s SDGs Initiatives

SDGs Future City

- Yokohama SDGs Certification System Y-SDGs
- Solving local issues based on SDGs promotion
- Personal Mobility "WHILL" Demonstration Experiment
- On-demand bus

Yokohama SDGs Design Center

- Yokohama Wood Straw Project

Action Plan for Global Warming Countermeasures

- 2050 Target for decarbonization
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Yokohama's SDGs Initiatives

Asia Smart City Conference

Voluntary Local Review 2021 Yokohama

SDGs Leadership Cities
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Implementation System

Cooperation with Y-PORT Center

Collaboration with CYO and other clusters

Private Companies

City of Yokohama

CITYNET Yokohama Project Office

SDGs Cluster

Climate Change Cluster

DRR Cluster

Strengthen partnerships with other clusters and external organizations